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Part 1 



Introduction and the methodological characteristics of the research. 

The topicality of the work is that it is interesting to compare the character of King Richard III in 
William Shakespeare’s play and in history. 

!
The topic is historicity of W. Shakespeare’s play «Richard III». 

!
The problem is the comparison of how Shakespeare shows Richard III and what he was like in 
real history. 

!
The object is King Richard III, while the subject is the image of Richard III as depicted by 
Shakespeare.  

!
The aim is to compare the image of King Richard III in Shakespeare’s  historical drama  and in 
real history.  

!
The tasks are to study theoretical sources, to read the Shakespeare’s play «Richard III», to 
compare Richard III in the play and in history, to conduct a survey among students of school 
1208, to check the hypothesis and draw conclusions. 

!
The hypothesis is that Shakespeare’s description of Richard III in the play is not like what he 
was like in real history. 

!
The novelty of this work is that the authors have learned new facts about Richard III and got 
acquainted with Shakespeare’s way of writing. 

!
The work consists of the following parts: 

1. Introduction and the methodological characteristics of the research. 
2. The description of Richard III in the play. 
3. The description of Richard III in history. 
4. Comparison of Richard III in history and in Shakespeare’s. 
5. The survey among our school students on the question under discussion and 

its results. 



6. Conclusion. 
Part 2  

RICHARD III in the PLAY 

Our research has found out that such inaccuracies are caused by the complexity of Holinshed's 
Chronicles, which stems from multiple authorship, religious tensions among the contributors, 
and fraught circumstances when it was published. The authors and revisers came from diverse 
backgrounds and they used an extraordinary variety of conflicting sources.' Richard III, whose 
reign has been made supremely timely by the dramatic discovery of his skeleton under the 
Leicester car park, is a very good example of how Holinshed's Chronicles shaped Shakespeare's 
engagement with history, according to Dr Paulina Kewes of Oxford University's Faculty of 
English Language and Literature. 'Shakespeare's Richard is a physically misshapen, tyrannical 
usurper whose defeat at Bosworth is portrayed as providential,' she said. ‘But scholars today 
dismiss this as the product of Tudor propaganda. This traditional view comes from accounts of 
Richard III by earlier writers" DrKewes added: 'Shakespeare actually paints Richard in an even 
darker light than the Chronicles, showing the king directly responsible for the killing of the 
princes in the Tower. And he gives the audience to understand that the royal corpse is left rotting 
on the battlefield.' The play’s protagonist and villain, deformed in body and twisted in mind. At 
the beginning of the play Richard is the Duke of Gloucester and brother to King Edward IV. 
Later, he becomes King Richard III. He is evil, corrupt, sadistic, and manipulative, and willing to 
stop at nothing to become king. His intelligence, political brilliance, and dazzling use of 
language keep the audience fascinated—and his subjects and rivals under his thumb.  Richard is 
in every way the dominant character of the play that bears his name, to the extent that he is both 
the protagonist of the story and its major villain. Richard III is an intense exploration of the 
psychology of evil, and that exploration is centered on Richard’s mind. Critics sometimes 
compare Richard to the medieval character, Vice, who was a flat and one-sided embodiment of 
evil. However, especially in the later scenes of the play, Richard proves to be highly self-
reflective and complicated—making his heinous acts all the more chilling.  Perhaps more than in 
any other play by Shakespeare, the audience of Richard III experiences a complex, ambiguous, 
and highly changeable relationship with the main character. Richard is clearly a villain—he 
declares outright in his very first speech that he intends to stop at nothing to achieve his 
nefarious designs. 

Part 3 

RICHARD III in HISTORY 

Much ink has been spilt and many efforts have been made to describe the appearance of Richard 
of Gloucester. Very little is really known about this aspect of his personality and what there is 
tends to be contradictory, as usual. Following the article ‘”Richard Liveth Yet”: An Old 
Myth’ (The Ricardian, vol. 9, 1992, pp. 266-269) by Anne Sutton and Livia Visser-Fuchs we do 
not need to spend any time on wondering if Richard was a sickly child and thus perhaps not a 
strong man but this certainly does not help a great deal. What can be said first is that he was 



certainly not a limping hunchback with a withered arm. The portraits we have of him are not 
contemporary but the earliest of them, that owned by the Society of Antiquaries, and dating from 
about 1513 shows no sign of any deformity, it depicts a perfectly normal looking man. Later 
copies sometimes show a deformed shoulder but this tells us more about Tudor propaganda than 
about Richard’s appearance. Most contemporaries who mention his appearance (the Crowland 
Chronicler, Mancini and Commines for example) agree that he was not deformed. Rous, who 
must have seen him, says that the right shoulder was higher than the other, More, who must have 
spoken to people who had seen Richard (Cardinal Morton for example) says that the left 
shoulder was higher than the other. Polydore Vergil agrees that one shoulder was higher than the 
other but does not say which. From this we may assume that any deformity was not very 
noticeable. Several of the descriptions state that Richard was a short man. The only source 
contradicting this is the remark by Nicolas von Poppelau that Richard was ‘three fingers taller’ 
than himself. Von Poppelau was apparently a man of great strength and has thus been assumed to 
be tall, from which Richard must have been very tall, but strength is not necessarily allied to 
height. 

Part 4  

Richard III in 

history

Richard III in the 

play

a perfectly normal 

looking man

A sickly child

A wise king and 

brave warrior

An image – of an 

intense exploration 

of the psychology 

of evil

Richard did not 

kill princes at all. 

He only locked 

them in the tower.

Killed princes. 

He was one of the 

best fighters

He was too sick to 

take part in battles 

Richard killed only 

his enemies 

Tyrant, killed 

many people 



!
Part 5 

SURVEY 

Can history be studied on Shakespeare's plays?  

!

!  

What audience did Shakespeare write for?   

!

At the beginning 

of his reign 

Richard went over 

the whole England  

He did not think 

about his country

Conducted a series 

of reforms 

Lived his own life 

No Yes

83 17

Yes
No

For peasants For the rich For monarchs For everybody

13 47 16 24



!  

!

Did Shakespeare's conception depend on anybody or anything?  

!  

!
Who could influence Shakespeare's conception? 

!
!
!

  For peasants
For the rich
For the monarchs
For all

Depended Did not depend

62 38

0

18

35

53

70

Depend
Independ 

The Monarch People's opinions

69 31



!

!  

Where could Shakespeare take information about English monarchs? 

!
!
Part 6  

CONCLUSION 

Our initial hypothesis was that Shakespeare’s description of Richard III in the play is not the 
same as what the king was like in real history. 

Our research has proved that the hypothesis was correct. This conclusion comes from our 
acquaintance with both Shakespeare’s play and historical sources.  

That is why if you want to study precise historicity, you should not rely only on the great Bard, 
but use authentic sources. 

Shakespeare’s greatness is in creation of a powerful character type. 

!
!

Monarch
People's opinion 

From books From legends Shakespeare was a 
historian

53 38 9


